[The oxygen pathway: how well-built is the respiratory system?].
The question is explored of how the structural systems that constitute the pathway for oxygen from the air through the lung and the circulation of blood to the mitochondria in muscle cells affect the O2 flow rate, and whether their quantitative structural characteristics conform to the hypothesis of symmorphosis which postulates a match of structural design to overall functional demand. By combining physiological and morphometric studies, it is first demonstrated that the diffusing capacity of the human lung is slightly larger than that needed for maximal O2 uptake. Comparative studies of small and large species (from the mouse to the cow) and of athletic and sedentary species pairs (such as horses and cows) show that the design parameters of muscle cells and their mitochondria, of the capillaries, and of blood and circulation are coadjusted to O2 demand by the muscles during exercise. In contrast, the lung is only partially adjusted to this level of demand, a fact which may be related to the slight excess capacity of its gas exchanger. In the organ that forms the interface to the environment this may be a desirable safety factor.